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Introduction 

In recent years, many studies have highlighted an alarming decline in young people’s interest in for STEAM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math) subjects. Therefore, we must consider how science 
education can meet young people's needs and how it can be meaningful and joyful for the students. 

 
With this idea in mind, a group of five schools in different European countries decided to apply to the Erasmus+ 
program for strategic partnerships in the 2017 call, under the key action KA2 Cooperation for Innovation and 
the Exchange of Good Practices - KA219 Strategic Partnership for Schools Only. 

 
The project “Catch The Date” was approved in the summer of 2017 and had the duration of two years. It 
involved students from the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grade from all partner schools (see the list above). 

The main aim of the project was to make science and math education more relevant and meaningful for the 
students in the ways of respect, beliefs and cultural diversity. European Commission aimed to strength “basic 
skills” and “key competences” in EU member states for sustainable development and educational growth. In 
the line of this strategy, regardless of background and abilities of the children, we aimed to improve our 
children’s “basic skills” as literacy, numeracy, science, and technology and “key competences” such as 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will help learners to find personal fulfillment and, later in life, find work 
and take part in society. 

 
Besides the aims implied above, our project have also contributed to improve students’ and teachers’ 
competences as stated below: 

 
 

 Improve attitudes toward STEAM fields and careers; 

 Engage and support girls in STEAM fields; 

 Make students excited and enthusiastic about the natural world, learning about ecology and 
protecting the environment; 

 Improve teacher competences and increase their awareness on children needs and overcome 
difficulties in learning science; 

 Broaden the understanding of practices, policies and systems in school education; 

 Increase opportunities for professional career development; 

 Greater understanding of interconnections between formal and non-formal education 

 Make a positive impact on our wider school communities. 

During the Project, we have investigated how students, parents and teachers are engaged and affected by 
science in everyday life. We have exchanged our experience and good practices, while organized STEAM 
activities in a formal and informal environment, such as camping in nature, visited museums and aquariums, 
prepared slowmation (slow animation) about science subjects, organize a science fair and robot festival, created 
a women scientist book, Led jewellery workshops and staged a play. 
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One of the many activities that were carried out during the project, was the creation of lesson plans, activity 
plans or unit plans for STEAM related subjects in each partner school. This book is the result of the final 
compilation of all the activities from all schools. It reflects not only the different curricular areas covered in 
each educational school system, but also the pedagogical approach in each country, as well as the cultural 
context and the school environment that is implicitly reflected in the activities. 

 
You can learn more about the project activities in the project website and in the eTwinning Twin space: 

 
 https://erasmus-stem.weebly.com 

 https://twinspace.etwinning.net/19533/ 
 
 

 

Partner schools 
 

 

Serbia Secondary Vocational School 
 
 

Turkey Antalya Kepez Mahmut Celalettin Okten AIHL 
 
 

Lithuania Šiauliai r. Dubysa upper school 
 
 

Czech Republic  Stredni Zdravotnicka Skola a Vyssi Odborna 
Skola Zdravotnicka, Plzen, Karlovarska 99 

 
 

Romania  Centrul Scolar pentru Educatie Incluziva Targu 
Jiu 

 
 

 
City School 
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STEAM Education 
 

In the century that we live, global problems such as economic problems, climate changes, destruction of fertile 
agricultural land, reduction of clean water supply, hunger and health problems which human beings have to 
face have emerged. We need professionals who are qualified in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and 
Mathematics [STEAM] fields to solve the aforementioned problems more than ever. 

 
Since its concept emerged in the 1990s, STEAM has become an attractive subject that takes the attention of 
governments, policymakers, industry bodies, and educators (Siekman, 2016). 

 
Although organizations or institutions have a different perspective on the STEAM concept, almost all 
educators agree on that STEAM education is a way for children to learn meaningfully. In this way, "Minds on 
Hands on STEAM Goes on" project internalize the STEAM education approach and aims to make science and 
math education more relevant and meaningful for our students with the integration of the technology and 
connecting these disciplines with the engineering in the ways of respect, beliefs and cultural diversity. 

 
STEAM education appropriates an integrative and interdisciplinary inquiry by overlapping boundaries within 
the four disciplines (Capraro, Capraro, & Morgan, 2013; Gonzalez & Kuenzi, 2012; Wang, Moore, Roehning, 
& Park, 2011). Real-life problems cannot be solved by knowledge and skills from just one or several 
disciplines. In order to solve today's complex problems about the real-life, individuals require the use of 
knowledge and skills specific to disciplines. Thus, while developing STEAM lessons or activities, the problem 
or design task must be related to real-life. Also. due to the nature of STEAM education, problem- solving, 
critical thinking, collaboration, creativity and communication skills should be taken into account by educators 
at the first stage of developing STEAM lesson plans or activities. 

 

STEAM Unit/Lesson Plans 
 

Liston (2018, pp.28) states that the following characteristics should be comprised of STEAM events 
and initiatives : 

 Removing traditional barriers separating the four disciplines of science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (Vasquez, Comer and Sneider 2013). 

 Allowing for innovation and critical thinking (Jolly 2017). 

 Integrating real-world, rigorous and relevant learning experiences for students (Vasquez, Comer and 
Sneider 2013). 

 Inspiring creativity, problem-solving inquisitive thinking, and teamwork (Roberts 2012). 

 Integrating and applying a deeper level of knowledge and understanding of mathematics & science to 
create technologies and solutions for real-world problems using engineering design approach (Jolly 
2017). 

 
Moreover, Liston (2019) emphasizes the specifications for STEAM lessons in her research adapted from 
Jolly’s STEAM Design tool (Jolly, 2017). 
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Specifications for STEAM lessons 
 

1. Presents a real problem (an engineering challenge). 
2. Students will relate to the problem. 
3. Allows for multiple acceptable and creative solutions to the problem. 
4. Integrate and apply important science and math grade-level content. 
5. Uses the engineering design process as the approach to solving problems. 
6. Uses a student-centered, hands-on teaching and learning approach. 
7. Leads to the design and development of a technology or model or prototype. 
8. The role of technology is clear to the students in the lesson. 
9. Successfully engages students in purposeful teamwork. 
10. Includes testing the solution, evaluating the results, and redesign. 
11. Involves students in communicating their design and results. 

 
In the light of the brief explanation of the STEAM education and characteristics of STEAM lessons, the 
instructional models are explained for teachers use as a sample of STEAM lessons or units. 

 

The 5E Model 
 

The 5E Instructional Model (Bybee, 1997) can be used for designing STEAM lessons. The model of the 
learning cycle (Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate) lends itself to this unique problem-solving 
model. Bybee (1997) states that "using this approach, students redefine, reorganize, elaborate, and change their 
initial concepts through self-reflection and interaction with their peers and their environment. Learners interpret 
objects and phenomena and internalize those interpretations in terms of their current conceptual understanding" 
(p. 176). 

 
5E learning cycle model can be used for designing STEAM lessons or unit plans. Each phase of the model is 
needed to be designed by the educators while considering the characteristics of the STEAM lessons. Each 
phase of the 5E Learning cycle can be adapted for STEAM education while considering the Bybee's (1997) 
descriptions about the phases. 

 
Engagement 

 
Teacher or student poses a real-world problem, a complex question, or a global issue. Students access to prior 
knowledge and develop what they need to know. They brainstorm potential solutions or construct explanations 
and identify a real-life problem, issue, or challenge to explore further. 

 
Exploration 

 
The teacher acts as a facilitator, providing materials and guiding the students' focus. Students explore and make 
connections between science, technology, engineering, mathematics and other disciplines with their team. 
Students select and apply the appropriate systematic approaches to answer complex questions, investigate 
global issues, and to develop solutions for challenges and real-world problems. They conduct experiments, 
plans investigations, and designs models. And record observations. 
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Explanations 
 

Students explain what they have learned so far. To do this, they can analyse and interpret data, discuss what 
they have understood and possible solutions. They generate graphs, charts, reports, diagrams, and sketches 
Also, they can use technology appropriately for analysis and communication. The teacher encourages students 
to collaborate to explain concepts. 

 
Elaboration 

 
Students apply learned concepts and skills in new situations. They use previous information to ask additional 
relevant questions. They refine solutions, prototypes, and/or models, modify experimental procedures for 
further exploration, and identify and analyse connections to STEAM careers. 

 
Evolution 

 
Students reflect on their solutions to the complex question, issue, challenge or problem. They participate in 
peer reviews and demonstrate their understanding through performance-based tasks. Also, they evaluate their 
own progress and knowledge and ask related questions which would encourage future exploration. 

 
The teacher assesses students' knowledge and/or skills by looking for evidence that the student demonstrates 
understanding and asks open-ended questions. 

 

The 6E Model 
 

The 6E Learning byDeSIGN™ Model (Burke, 2014) provides students with a solid foundation for future 
STEAM learning throughout the K-12 materials. The model is student-centered and designed to maximize the 
connections between design and inquiry in STEAM classrooms (Burke, Reed & Wells, 2014). Burke (2014) 
explains the development of 6E model as below: 

 
For purposes of developing an instructional model that blends design and inquiry, the BSCS 5E 
Instructional Model (Bybee, 1997), the conceptual base (concepts and contexts) as described in the 
Delphi study by Rousouw, Hacker, and de Vries (Rousouw, 2005), and the Informed Design Teaching 
and Learning Matrix (Crismond, 2012) were used. Additionally, mathematical modeling concepts 
(Lesh, 2010) were incorporated. … Having used the BSCS 5E model for many years, there was always 
the struggle that design was not fully represented. To that end, this new model adds an “e” called 
eNGINEER. It is in this phase or cycle where students truly design and model as engineers would. 

 
 

Engage 
 

The purpose of the ENGAGE phase is to pique students’ interest and get them personally involved in the lesson, 
while pre-assessing prior understanding. 
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Explore 
 

The purpose of the EXPLORE phase is to provide students with the opportunity to construct their own 
understanding of the topic. 

 
Explain 

 
The purpose of the EXPLAIN phase is to provide students with an opportunity to explain and refine what 
they have learned so far and determine what it means. 

 
eNGINEER 

 
The purpose of the eNGINEER phase is to provide students with an opportunity to develop a greater depth of 
understanding about the problem topic by applying concepts, practices, and attitudes. Students use concepts 
learned about the natural world and apply them to the man-made (designed) world. 

 
Enrich 

 
The purpose of the ENRICH phase is to provide students with an opportunity to explore what they have learned 
in more depth and to transfer concepts to more complex problems. 

 
Evaluate 

 
The purpose of the EVALUATION phase is for both students and teachers to determine how much learning 
and understanding has taken place. 

 

Engineering Design Based Learning 
 

Engineering the design process is used as a pedological tool to carry out science education in design-based 
learning (Purzer, Moore, Baker, & Berland, 2014). Engineering design-based learning is a subset of project- 
based learning and has been proposed as a valuable pedagogical method in STEAM education to provide 
students with a more effective engagement, a context, and relevance to learning, and to facilitate long-term 
meaningful learning of concepts (Felix, Bandstra & Strosnider, 2010). 

 
According to the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) defines the engineering design; 

 
Engineering design is the process of devising a system, component, or process to meet desired needs. 
It is a decision-making process (often iterative), in which the basic sciences, mathematics, and the 
engineering sciences are applied to convert resources optimally to meet these stated needs. (ABET, 
2015, p. 4) 

 
The engineering design process is a series of steps that engineers follow to come up with a solution to a 
problem. 
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According to Stephan, Bowman, Park, Sill, and Ohland (2013), there are many different models of the design 
process, but they all have many similarities. Brunsell (2012) defines the similarities in each model steps: (1) 
define the problem, (2) develop possible solutions, (3) optimize solutions, (4) analyse the solution, and (5) 
communicate the solution. 

 
Engineering is Elementary Engineering Design Cycle 

 
Cunningham (2009) proposed a five steps engineering design models for the Engineering is Elementary 
(EIE) project.  The EIE Engineering Design includes five iterative steps: 

 

 
Figure 2. The EIE Engineering Design Process 

 
ASK: What is the problem? How have others approached it? What are your constraints? 

IMAGINE: What are some solutions? Brainstorm ideas. Choose the best one. 

PLAN: Draw a diagram. Make lists of materials you will need. 

CREATE: Follow your plan and create something. Test it out! 

IMPROVE: What works? What doesn't? What could work better? Modify your design to make it better. Test 
it out! (https://www.eie.org/overview/engineering-design-process) 
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The National Center for Engineering and Technology Education (NCETE) Engineering Design Process 
Model 

 
Hynes et al.’ (2011) proposed nine steps engineering design process; (1) identify need or problem; (2) research 
need or problem; (3) develop possible solutions; (4) select the best solution; (5) construct a prototype; (6)test 
and evaluate the solution; (7) communicate the solution; (8) redesign; and (9) finalize the design. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The NCETE engineering design model (Hynes et al., 2011, p. 9) 
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Massachusetts engineering design process model 
 

The student-focused Massachusetts engineering design process eight steps model shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 4. Massachusetts engineering design process (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2006, p. 84) 
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PROJECT TITTLE: Crystals DURATION:  2 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Chemistry and biology 
AGE: 16 

TEACHERS: 
Ms Lina Kaveckytė 
  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
Physics 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) Problem question: Can we grow the crystal ourselves? 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

 
The crystals can be grown using copper sulfate powder, Epsom salt, table salt. Add a 
large amount of copper sulphate powder to the water and heat to give a saturated 
solution. As the solution dawns, the copper sulfate molecules stick to the metal wire. This 
gives three-dimensional combinations - crystals. 

MOTIVATION 
Enjoyable activities requiring creativity, cooperation and communication while working 
in teams, the results (crystals) are stunning. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

The teacher monitored the activities, supervised that the students handled the materials 
safely. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 5 groups of 2 students  

Activities  

Activity 1. Measure the lengths of woolen threads and wooden sticks to fit in jars. 
Activity 2. Pour the copper sulphate powder and the table salt separately into 
metal containers. 
Activity 3. Pour water into the jar, stir. 
Activity 4.While stirring the solutions, heat on a hot plate until the copper sulfate 
and table salt dissolve. 
Activity 5. Remove from the tile and wait for the copper sulfate solution to cool. 
Activity 6. Pour the solutions into jars. 
Activity 7. Add food coloring to the salt solution. 
Activity 8. Combine woolen threads with nail and put into the 
 jar. 
Activity 9. Let the crystals grow. 
 

Place of project realization  Classroom 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project Crystals are made of copper sulfate powder and table salt. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

•Tests   
• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Instructions  
 • experiments 
•Online tests/ exams 
 

Teachers provide the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 
 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

  
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  

At the end of the project, students presented the 
results of a study: which material to use to make a 

crystal. 



  

 

 

• Printed material 
• Product - three-dimensional 
combinations -crystals 
 

Grading-EVALUATION 
Formal assessment – the presentation and the process ( whether the goals were achieved, 
creativity) 
Formal evaluation - research results, crystal creation, growth. 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation, how well 
the pair worked together. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material 
 Woolen threads, wooden sticks, nails, pens, glassware, table salt, food coloring, water, 

copper sulfate. 

Equipment and tools Heating tile 
 

Financial expenses 
•YES 

 Buying all the necessary materials and equipment (11€)  
Security alerts Safety rules for working with heating tile . 

 

Literature and references  „STEAM Experiments“ by  LIZ  LEE HEINECKE 

Other notes 

     
 
 

 



  

 

 

    
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: 

Distribution of mixtures 
DURATION:  1 
lessons 

SUBJECT: 
Chemistry and Physics 

AGE: 14 

TEACHERS: 
Ms Lina Kaveckytė 
  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) 

 
Problem question: How to separate table salt, sand and metal shavings when 
you have a mixture of all those materials? 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

The given mixture can be distributed using a magnet, filtration, precipitation, 
evaporation. Relate the distribution of mixtures to the properties of the 
materials. 

MOTIVATION 
Enjoyable activities requiring creativity, cooperation and communication 
while working in teams, knowledge acquired is easily applied in real life. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

The teacher observes the activities, supervises the safety while working with 
tools and fire.  

The size of the student 
groups  

 5 pairs of  students  

Activities  

  
Activity 1. Place mixture of materials - table salt, sand and iron shavings on 
the table as well as other laboratory equipment. 
Activity 2. Using a magnet, remove metal chips from the mixture. 
Activity 3. Pour 10 ml of water into a beaker, add the sand and table salt and 
mix with a glass rod until the salt dissolves. 
Activity 4. Mix the mixture well and pour it into the funnel. 
Activity 5. Pour the solution into an evaporating dish. 
Activity 6. Heat with a spirit light until the water evaporates. 
Activity 7. Evaporation of water forms crystallized table salt. 

 
 

Place of project realization  Classroom 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  A crystallized salt is obtained. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

•Tests   
• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Description of work, 
•  Instructions, rules  
•Online tests/ exams 

Teachers provide the students with 
relevant information and materials 
needed, give support in every stage of 
the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 
 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

•Written work  
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• Printed material 
• A physical product 

At the end of the project, students 
presented the results of the study: how 

to separate one substance from 
another? 

Grading-EVALUATION 
Formal assessment – the presentation and the process ( whether the goals 
were achieved) 



  

 

 

Formal evaluation - study results, crystallized salt. 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of 
implementation, how well the pair worked 
together. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they 
understood the information and applied it 
successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material 
Sand, table salt, iron shavings, water, magnet, glass rod, measuring cylinder, 
measuring glasses, stand with holder, sheet of paper, porcelain plate, filter 
paper, matches, funnel. 

Equipment and tools Spirit light 

Financial expenses 
*Yes 

 Buying all the necessary materials and equipment. 
Security alerts Safety rules for working with spirit light, matches. 

 

Literature and references 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJqrfgRFa08 
https://prezi.com/bggdtdnaqlz7/misiniu-skirstymo-budai/ 

Other notes 

     
 
 

 
 



  

 

 

 
 



  

 

 

 
 



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Electic drill arts DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Physics  
AGE: 12-14 

TEACHERS: Mrs Raimonda Valančienė  PREREQUISITES 
OTHER SUBJECTS: 

Art and Crafts 
ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) 

 
Problem: Can you create a piece of art using an electric work tool? 
 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

 
Using an electric drill, colours you can create original and symmetrical pieces of art. 

MOTIVATION 
Enjoyable and unexpected activities requiring creativity, cooperation and communication 
while working in teams, knowledge acquired is easily applied in real life. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) Students learn to use the electric tool to create the symmetrical drawings. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 4 groups of 3 students 

Activities  

Action 1. Take a working and well charged electrical drill. 
Action 2. Prepare circles of hard white or colored paper. 
Action 3. Take 3-5 different colored pens. 
Action 4. Put the white circles on the drill’s end  
Action 5. Turn on the tool. 
Action 6. Draw on the moving circles. 

Place of project realization  Classroom or the schools workplace. 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  Colorful paper discs 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Impression Cards  
 

Teacher provides the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 
 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• Printed material 
• A physical product 

Students create an exhibition of their on creations. 

Grading-EVALUATION 
Formal assessment – the presentation and the colorful disc itself ( whether the goals were 
achieved, creativity) 
 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material Coloured cardboard, colored pens, eraser. 
Equipment and tools  Electric drill, scissors 



  

 

 

Financial expenses 
•YES 

 Buying all the necessary materials and equipment. 
Security alerts Safety rules for working with the drill and scissors. 

 

Literature and references 
 Website https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ia0-
Cj2mrfo&fbclid=IwAR2YLrFS4ADA0CblLjG67vx3cRVM_bo4Fqquc-
5Ct_ueieLU3Dh7gPKwkiM 

Other notes 

     
 

  



  

 

 

 

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: In the world of telephones DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Physics, Biology 
AGE: 12-17 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Ausma Šereivienė 
Mrs Natalja Kozlova  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
English 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) 

 
Problem: Do you get in trouble for spending too much time talking to friends on the 
phone? Here is a fun way to find out how sound travels and talk to friends at the same 
time. 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

 
Students make the telephones using very simple items. A tin can telephone is a type 
of acoustic (non-electrical) speech-transmitting device made up of two tin cans, paper 
cups or similarly shaped items attached to either end of a taut string or wire. 

 

MOTIVATION 
Students love this activity because it is unexpected to hear friend’s voice through the can. 
The activity does not require much equipment and it is easy to perform. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

When someone speaks or makes a sound, the air ripples or vibrates. The word 'vibrate' 
means to move up and down, or back and forth rapidly. Our ears collect the sound 
vibration, or sound waves and send them to our brains. Then we hear the sound. 

When you pull the string tight and talk into one of the cans of your tin can telephone, the 
sound vibrates across the taut string to the other can. The person at the other end of the 
telephone hears your message after his or her ears collect the sound vibrations and send 
them to the brain to be processed. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 7 pairs of students 

Activities  

Action 1. Get a piece of string and two empty cans (preferably soup cans). 
Action 2. Punch a hole at the bottom of each can just small enough for string to fit 
through. 
Action 3. Pass the string through the hole and into the bottom of one can or cup. 
Action 4Tie a knot in the end of the string that is inside the cup. 
Action 5. Place the untied end of the string through the bottom of the other can or 
cup. 
Action 6. Get a partner. 
Action 7. Place the open end of one can over your ear and have your partner 
speak into the open end of the other can. 

Place of project realization  Classroom 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project   

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Impression Cards  
 

Teacher provides the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 
 
 



  

 

 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• Printed material 
• A physical product 

Students make a role play in English. 

Grading-EVALUATION 
Formal assessment – the dialogue. 
 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully, reached the goals). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material Two tin cans and a string 
Equipment and tools  A pointed tool for making a hole 
Financial expenses No 

Security alerts Safety rules for working with the pointed tool. 

 

Literature and references  Website https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Play-Telephone#Steps 

Other notes 

    Tips 

 You can hear your partner better if the string is tighter. 

 Using fishing wire instead of string helps sound travel a lot better. 

 Can you make "phone calls" around corners? Try it and see. 

 Check your sound by speaking and having your friend speak both into and outside of the 

phone. Does it sound different speaking through the phone? 

 Decorate and customize your cups to be more exciting. 

 Use a paper clip to make phone line better so that it can vibrate more. And also make 

sure that the string is straight. If it is not, pull hard but not too hard to snap. If it snaps, tie 

a knot together to work again. 

 Try a three-way call (two strings from one can). 

 You can decorate it like a real cell phone, if you want. 

 Get 2 tin cans and a piece of string and stick the string on the ends of the tins and it is 

done! 

 
 



  

 

 

 

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Molecule models  DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Chemistry and Biology 
AGE: 14-17 

TEACHERS: 
Ms Lina Kaveckytė 
  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
Physics and Art 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) 

 
Problem question: what are the materials around us made of? 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

Sweet "atoms" can be transformed into an edible molecule. The inedible molecule can be 
made of plasticine, modelin. Atoms and molecules are too small for us to see with the 
naked eye. Scientists have studied them enough, they can depict what it looks like and 
make three-dimensional drawings. The touch to the model itself allows us to perceive and 
remember.  

MOTIVATION 
Enjoyable activities requiring creativity, cooperation and communication while working 
in teams, knowledge acquired is easily applied in real life. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

The teacher reminds the students what an atom is, the fact that a molecule is made up of 
atoms, observes student activities. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 5 groups of 2 students  

Activities  

Action 1. Look for molecular models of various chemical compounds (water, 
table salt, ammonium, benzene, carbon dioxide, DNA, etc.) in books and 
textbooks, on the Internet. 
Action 2. Choose materials, which will represent different atoms or molecules. 
Action 3. Looking at the illustrations, spin candies or other materials to form 
molecules. 
Action 4. One pin represents a single connector and two represent a double 
connector. 
Action 5. Represent different atoms in different colors. 
Action 6. Put large molecules on skewers to make a DNA molecule. 
Action 7. Count how many types of molecules have been make. 
 

Place of project realization  Classroom 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project Molecular models of different materials 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

•Tests   
• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Impression Cards  
•Online tests/ exams 

Teachers provide the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 
 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

• Illustrations of molecular models 
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• Printed material 
• A physical product 

At the end of the project, the students present the 
results of the research: what they used to make 
molecular models of different materials, how 

different are molecules. 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment – the presentation and the molecule model  ( whether the goals were 



  

 

 

achieved, creativity) 
Formal evaluation – research results, creativity of the molecular model. 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation, how well 
the group worked together. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material 
Soft sweets of different colors and types (gums, marshmallows), toothpicks, wooden 
skewers, sponges, model, plasticine. 

Equipment and tools   

Financial expenses 
•YES 

 Buying all the necessary materials. 
Security alerts  

 

Literature and references 
STEAM. Eperiments  by LIZ LEE HEINECKE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOWMJ09Aasc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wu_35byb3ew 

Other notes 

     
 

 



  

 

 

 

 
 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Secret Ink DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

English and Physics 
AGE: 13 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Ausma Šereivienė 
Mrs Aušra Viždiūnienė  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) 

 
Problem question: how to write a letter that could be read only by the person it is 
addressed to?  

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

The content of the letter can be hidden by writing it with milk, vinegar, lemon juice, oil, 
soda solution. Letter can be read by holding it above the flame.  

MOTIVATION 
Enjoyable activities requiring creativity, cooperation and communication while working 
in teams, knowledge acquired is easily applied in real life. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

Teachers collected the information, prepared the vocabulary (Lithuanian-English), tried 
the experiment themselves. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 4 groups of 6 students  

Activities  

Action 1. Take a white sheet of paper and an ear pick. 
Action 2. Soak an ear pick in the lemon juice, vinegar, milk, oil or soda solution.  
Action 3. Write the chosen word. The ear pick must be moist, so it should be 
soaked quite often. 
Action 4. Let the sheet of paper dry. 
Action 5. Carefully hold the letter above the flame.  
Action 6. When the content of the letter is visible, read it. 

Place of project realization  Classroom 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project Letter written with the secret ink. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

•Tests   
• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Impression Cards  
•Online tests/ exams 

Teachers provide the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

•Written work  
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• Printed material 
• A physical product 

Students present their project results: what to use 
in order to make the secret ink. 

Grading-EVALUATION 
Formal assessment – the creativity, summary of the project  ( whether the goals were 
achieved). 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation, how well 
the group worked together. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   



  

 

 

Recommended material White sheet of paper, ear picks, lemon juice, vinegar, milk, soda solution, oil.   
Equipment and tools  Candle 
Financial expenses No 

Security alerts Safety rules for working with candles. 

 

Literature and references „Everyday experiments“ by Anita van Saan  

Other notes 

     
 

 



  

 

 

 

 
 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: A Living Lamp DURATION:  3 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Physics 
AGE: 12 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Ausma Šereivienė 
Mrs Aušra Viždiūnienė  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
English, Art and Crafts 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) Every group of students will create their own lamps. 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

After studying the information about making a simple energy circuit, while working in 
groups students will create their own lamps. 

MOTIVATION 
Enjoyable activities requiring creativity, cooperation and communication while working 
in teams, knowledge acquired is applied easily in real life. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) Teachers studied the relevant information, created the lamps themselves. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 3 groups of 4 students  

Activities  

Activity 1. Connect the battery to the lights.  
Activity 2. Think about what you are going to create.  
Activity 3. Fix the diodes where you want.  
Activity 4. Stick the battery to the cup.  
Activity 5. Decorate your lamp.  
Activity 6. Take a photo of your lamp.  
 

Place of project realization  Classroom 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  Lamp  

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

•Tests   
• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Impression Cards  
•Online tests/ exams 

Teachers provide the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

•Written work  
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• Printed material 
• A physical product 

At the end of the project students give the oral 
presentation of their lamp: they present the actions 

taken, they introduce their lamp with the story 
created (name, character, description of the 

appearance, etc.). 

Grading-EVALUATION 
Formal assessment – the presentation and the lamp itself ( whether the goals were 
achieved, creativity) 
 

 
  



  

 

 

 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation, how well 
the group worked together. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material 
The light – emitting diodes, lithium disc battery, paper cups, felt-tip pens, coloured paper, 
chenille wire, ice cream sticks, plasticine, plastic forks, plastic spoons. 

Equipment and tools scissors 

Financial expenses 
•YES 

 Buying all the necessary materials and equipment (18€) 
Security alerts Safety rules for working with scissors. 

 

Literature and references „Steam Experiments“ by Liz Lee Heinecke 

Other notes 
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PROJECT TITTLE: Robot DURATION:  2 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

ICT  
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: Mr. Michal Mertl  PREREQUISITES 
OTHER SUBJECTS: 

english 
ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) Robot construction 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

 
build a robot and program it for a given motion algorithm,  
come up with its own design 
present it in front of the students 
 

MOTIVATION 
work in team 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) work according to the technical instructions 

The size of the student 
groups  

 5 groups of 4 students 

Activities  

1. discussion of the problem 
2. reading  the instructions 
3. building a robot 
4. present the robot in front of the students  
 

Place of project realization  classroom or the laboratory 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  The robot 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 
Technical instructions, technical help, 
activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
Oral presentation,  
Project picture 

Students make a presentation of their robot 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project 
implementation  Robot kit rental – cooperation with the House of robotics 

Recommended material Robot kit 
Equipment and tools  Common tools 

Financial expenses 
•NO  

  
Security alerts Common rules 



  

 

 

 

Literature and references  Kit instructions 

Other notes 

     
 
 
 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 



  

 

 

  

 
  



  

 

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: House on Mars DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Physics  
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: Mr Josef Vladař, Michal Mertl  PREREQUISITES 
OTHER SUBJECTS: 

english 
ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) Protection against radioactivity 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

 
Design a house on mars and solve the problem of radioactivity. Prepare the presentation 
for other students and answer their questions 

MOTIVATION 

work in team 
performing in front of students 
be able to answer unexpected questions 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) understanding of radioactivity issues. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 2 groups of 8 students 

Activities  

1. Discussion of the problem 
2. Design a house 
3. Solving the radioactivity protection 
4. Present the project in front of the students  
5. Answering the questions 

Place of project realization  classroom or the laboratory 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  project documentation (the picture) 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
Oral presentation 
Project picture 

Students make a presentation of their project 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material Paper, colored pens 
 
  



  

 

 

 
Equipment and tools   

Financial expenses 
•NO 

  
Security alerts Common rules 

 

Literature and references  physics textbooks 

Other notes 

     
 
 

 

 
 



  

 

 

  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Bernoulli's phenomenon DURATION:  1 lesson 
SUBJECT: 

Physics 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: Mr. Michal Mertl, Mr. Josef Vladař  PREREQUISITES 
OTHER SUBJECTS: 

english 
ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation)  

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

Bernoulli's equation actually says that where the air flows faster, there is less pressure 
 

MOTIVATION 
work in team 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

But why doesn't it fall out? The answer to this question is given by Bernoulli's 
principle, which simply explains, for example, why the door slams in the draft. 
Bernoulli's equation actually says that where the air flows faster, there is less 
pressure and therefore objects (ball, door) are attracted to this place. So when the 
ball tries to fall to one side, the air starts to flow faster on the other side and 
therefore the ball is pulled back. This is repeated each time the ball is hesitated. 
 

The size of the student 
groups  

 1 group of 16 students 

Activities  

1. discussion of the problem 
2. prepare hair dryer and ping pong ball 
3. Take a hair dryer and maybe a ping pong ball or a large inflatable ball. Turn on 
the hair dryer at maximum power so that it blows vertically upwards and insert 
one of the balls into the air stream. Then tilt the air stream from the hair dryer to 
the sides. present it in front of the students 
 

Place of project realization  classroom or the laboratory 
Significant points   

Products as a result of the 
project 

   
 
 
 
 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 
Technical instructions, technical help, 
activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
Oral presentation,  
Project picture 

  

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 



  

 

 

Support for project 
implementation  hair dryer and ping pong ball 

Recommended material  
Equipment and tools  Common tools 

Financial expenses 
•NO  

  
Security alerts Common rules 

 

Literature and references   

Other notes 

     
 
 

 

 
      

   
 

 
 
 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Thermal volumetric expansion of metals DURATION:  1 lesson 
SUBJECT: 

Physics 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: Mr. Michal Mertl, Mr. Josef Vladař  PREREQUISITES 
OTHER SUBJECTS: 

english 
ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation)  

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

The experiment demonstrates the increase in volume of a metal sphere as it heats 
up. 
 

MOTIVATION 
work in team 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

As with liquids and gaseous substances, the volume of solids depends on their 
actual temperature. Most solids increase in volume with increasing temperature, 
with the increase in volume being approximately directly proportional to the 
increase in temperature 

The size of the student 
groups  

 1 group of 16 students 

Activities  

1. Discussion of the problem 
2. We show that at room temperature the ball passes freely through the sleeve. 
3. Light a gas burner or torch and let the ball heat in it for a few seconds to tens of 
seconds. 
4. We turn off the Kahan and place the ball on the sleeve - the ball will not pass 
through now. 
5. Wait until the ball cools down enough for it to fall through the sleeve again. 
 

Place of project realization  classroom or the laboratory 
Significant points   

Products as a result of the 
project 

   
 
 
 
 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 
Technical instructions, technical help, 
activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
Oral presentation,  
Project picture 

  

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project  A metal ball with a metal hinge and a sleeve through which the ball passes tightly at 



  

 

 

implementation room temperature, a gas burner or a burner, matches or pliers. 

Recommended material  
Equipment and tools  Common tools 

Financial expenses 
•NO  

  
Security alerts Common rules 

 

Literature and references   

Other notes 

     
 
 

 
 
 

        
 

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Crookes grinder DURATION:  1 lesson 
SUBJECT: 

Physics 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: Mr. Michal Mertl, Mr. Josef Vladař  PREREQUISITES 
OTHER SUBJECTS: 

english 
ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation)  

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT The effect of light energy  

MOTIVATION 
work in team 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

The device that clearly demonstrates the effect of light energy is the Crookes grinder. It 
was invented in 1873 by the chemist William Crookes. He tried to measure the effect of 
light on the performed chemical measurements. 
It consists of a glass flask from which air is exhausted and rotating blades which are 
placed in a flask on a needle bearing. The leaves of the blades have one side black and 
the other glossy. If a sufficiently intense beam of light rays is launched on this "solar 
grinder", the grinder will spin because the photons bounce off the shiny surfaces and 
absorb on the dark ones, so that the shiny surfaces receive a greater impulse. 
The photon is absorbed on the black side and transmits energy to the mill blade, on the 
other, shiny, but on the other hand the photon bounces and thus transmits twice as much 
energy to the blade. Then the mill wheel starts to spin. If the grinder is exposed to very 
strong light, the impeller will start to rotate. The rotation is caused by the pressure effect 
of the luminous flux resp. photons on the grinder. Because the light pressure is too weak 
to rotate the impeller, the friction in the bearing must be almost zero and there must be a 
vacuum in the flask. 
 

The size of the student 
groups  

 1 group of 16 students 

Activities  

1. Discussion of the problem 
2. Launch a sufficiently intense beam of light rays on this "solar grinder" 
3. The grinder will spin because the photons bounce off the shiny surfaces and absorb on 
the dark ones, so that the shiny surfaces receive a greater impulse. 
4. The photon is absorbed on the black side and transmits energy to the mill blade, on the 
other, shiny, but on the other hand the photon bounces and thus transmits twice as much 
energy to the blade. Then the mill wheel starts to spin.  
5. If the grinder is exposed to very strong light, the impeller will start to rotate. The 
rotation is caused by the pressure effect of the luminous flux resp. photons on the grinder. 

Place of project realization  classroom or the laboratory 
Significant points   

Products as a result of the 
project 

   
 
 
 
 

 
  



  

 

 

 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 
Technical instructions, technical help, 
activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
Oral presentation,  
Project picture 

  

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project 
implementation 

 Grinder - glass flask from which air is exhausted and rotating blades which are placed in 
a flask on a needle bearing. The leaves of the blades have one side black and the other 
glossy. 

Recommended material  
Equipment and tools  Common tools 

Financial expenses 
•NO  

  
Security alerts Common rules 

 

Literature and references   

Other notes 
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PROJECT TITTLE: Stratification of substances by density DURATION:  1 lesson 
SUBJECT: 

Physics 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Sgondea Simona 
Mrs Bogdan Roxana  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
english 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) Density of substances 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

For this purpose, the students brought honey, liquid detergent, water, oil and alcohol 
(bales so that they also have different densities and colors!) 
They carefully poured equal layers of the five substances into the graduated glasses and 
mixed everything. 
After a short period of time passed, they noticed the separation of the substances and their 
restratification. Place them in the glass - from the base of the glass to its mouth, in 
descending order of density: honey, detergent, water, oil and ethyl alcohol. 
If we fill five identical light boxes with each of these substances and put them on the 
scale, we will find that they weigh differently, honey the most, ethyl alcohol the least. 
From this experiment I can conclude why the oil floats on the surface of the soup! 

MOTIVATION 
work in team 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

The experiment aimed to verify that each substance: 
a) has a certain density (equal volumes of different liquids weigh differently!) 
b) if we mix different liquids, in the end they are stratified depending on the density value. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 5 groups of 4 students 

Activities  

1. Preparation of materials 
2. Different liquids are mixed, in the end they will be stratified according to the 
density value. 
3. The stratification of the substances is observed, depending on the density 
 

Place of project realization  The physics laboratory 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  Layered substances according to density 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 
Technical instructions, technical help, 
activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
Oral presentation,  
Project picture 

Students make a presentation of their experiments 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  
Applicability of self 

assessment 
 YES 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 



  

 

 

 members 

Support for project 
implementation  

Recommended material Honey, liquid detergent, water, oil and alcohol 
Equipment and tools  Common tools 

Financial expenses 
•NO  

  
Security alerts The experiments were carried out following the indicated working method. 

 

Literature and references  Physics textbooks 

Other notes 

     
 
 
 
 
  

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Chemistry and color DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Chemistry 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Sgondea Simona 
Mrs Bogdan Roxana  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
English 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) 

Each student worked in a team and each, through chemical reactions, obtained a different 
color. 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

Chemical color change experiments are interesting, visually appealing and illustrate a 
wide range of chemical processes. These chemical reactions are visible examples of 
chemical changes in matter. 

MOTIVATION 
Interesting activities, the most important aspect of learning being direct observation, 
checking theory through practice. 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

Color change experiments can show redox, pH changes, temperature changes, exothermic 
and endothermic reactions, stoichiometry, and other important concepts. Holiday colors 
are popular, such as red-green for Christmas and orange-black for Halloween. There is a 
colorful reaction for almost any occasion. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 4 groups of 4 students  

Activities  

1. NaOH solution is added to a test tube containing CuSO4 solution. The precipitate 
formed is dissolved in ammonia solution. 
2. Add NaOH solution to a test tube containing AgNO3 solution. The precipitate 
formed is dissolved in ammonia solution. 
3. Add NaOH solution to a test tube containing AlCl3 solution. The precipitate 
formed is dissolved in an excess of caustic soda solution. 
4. KI solution is added to a test tube containing mercuric chloride solution. The 
precipitate formed is dissolved in excess of KI solution. 
5. In a test tube containing aluminum powder, we introduce a highly concentrated 
solution of caustic soda. 
6. In a test tube we introduce a dilute solution of potassium ferrocyanide. Add 1-2 
drops of FeCl3. 
7. In a test tube we introduce a dilute solution of potassium ferrocyanide. Add 1-2 
drops of CuSO4. 
8. In a test tube we introduce a dilute solution of potassium ferricyanide. Add 1-2 
drops of FeSO4. 
9. In a test tube containing NaCl solution, add AgNO3 solution. The precipitate 
formed is dissolved in ammonia solution. 
10. In a test tube we introduce a dilute solution of ferric chloride. Ammonium 
rhodanide solution (ammonium sulphocyanide: NH4SCN) is gradually added 
dropwise. 
11. In a test tube we introduce a dilute solution of ferric chloride. Add concentrated 
HCl solution drop by drop. 
12. In a test tube we introduce concentrated Co(NO3)2 solution, add 1-2 mL ethyl 
ether and then NH4SCN solution. 

Place of project realization  Chemistry laboratory 
 
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project  Colored substances obtained as a result of chemical reactions 



  

 

 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) • Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
 

Teachers provide the students with relevant 
information and materials needed, give support in 
every stage of the project implementation, help 
students track the activity list. 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

•Written work  
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
• A chemistry product 

At the end of the project, the students make an 
oral presentation of the experiments, present the 

actions taken and the final result (the color 
obtained). 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students overviewed the process of implementation, how well 
the group worked together. 

Students made a self-assessment (whether they understood the 
information and applied it successfully). 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material 

CuSO4 Solution, NaOH Solution, Ammonia Solution, AgNO3 Solution, AlCl3 Solution, 
Caustic Soda Solution, Mercuric Chloride Solution, KI Solution, Aluminum Powder, 
Dilute Potassium Ferrocyanide Solution, FeCl3 Drops, Drops of FeSO4, NaCl solution, 
dilute ferric chloride solution, ammonium rhodanide solution, concentrated HCl solution, 
concentrated Co(NO3)2 solution, 1-2 mL ethyl ether, and NH4SCN solution. 

Equipment and tools tubes 
Financial expenses  

Security alerts The experiments were carried out following the indicated working method. 

 

Literature and references Chemistry textbooks 

Other notes  

 
  



  

 

 

 
       

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Push & Pull painting DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Art and craft 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Sgondea Simona 
Mrs Bogdan Roxana  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
Physics, English 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) We investigate force & movement 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

Exploring the force of pushing and pulling as you try to move the paint to create a unique 
piece of abstract art. These STEAM activities are great extensions to better understand 
the concepts of force and motion. 

MOTIVATION 

work in team 
performing in front of students 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) We investigate force & movement 

The size of the student 
groups  

 2 groups of 4 students 

Activities  

1. Preparation of materials 
2. Explanation of work tasks 
3. Theoretical clarifications regarding force & movement 
4. Realization of the work in a team 

Place of project realization  classroom  
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project 

 The picture. The final product in these STEAM projects is not as important as the 
process. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

Oral presentation 
Project picture 

Students make a presentation of their project 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material Cardboard, paint, toy cars 
Equipment and tools   

 

Financial expenses 
•NO 

  
Security alerts Common rules 



  

 

 

 

Literature and references  physics textbooks 

Other notes 

     
 
 
 
  

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Gravitational painting DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Art and craft 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Sgondea Simona 
Mrs Bogdan Roxana  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
Physics, English 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) We investigate the force of gravity. 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT Experiment on using the Earth's gravitational pull to direct paint onto painting cardboard. 

MOTIVATION 

work in team 
performing in front of students 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

Gravity is the force that holds people and objects on the ground and causes objects to fall 
towards the Earth. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 2 groups of 4 students 

Activities  

1. Preparation of materials 
2. Explanation of work tasks 
3. Theoretical clarifications regarding gravity 
4. Realization of the work in a team 

Place of project realization  classroom  
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project 

 The picture. The final product in these STEAM projects is not as important as the 
process. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

Oral presentation 
Project picture 

Students make a presentation of their project 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material Cardboard, paint, balloons 
Equipment and tools   

Financial expenses •NO 
  

Security alerts Common rules 



  

 

 

 

Literature and references  physics textbooks 

Other notes 

     
 
 
 
 
      
 
   
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  



  

 

 

 
PROJECT TITTLE: Paper flowers DURATION:  1 lessons 
SUBJECT: 

Art and craft 
AGE: 15-17 

TEACHERS: 
Mrs Sgondea Simona 
Mrs Bogdan Roxana  PREREQUISITES 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
Chimistry, English 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation) Obtaining a new color through chemical reactions 

PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT 

After making the flowers from crepe paper of various colors, a hypochlorite solution was 
applied to fade them in degrees. 

MOTIVATION 

work in team 
performing in front of students 
 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) The chemical reaction between hypochlorite and colored paper. 

The size of the student 
groups  

 2 groups of 4 students 

Activities  

1. Preparation of materials 
2. Explanation of work tasks 
3. Theoretical clarifications regarding the chemical reaction between hypochlorite 
and colored paper. 
4. Realization of the work in a team 

Place of project realization  classroom  
Significant points   
Products as a result of the 
project 

 The picture. The final product in these STEAM projects is not as important as the 
process. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) activity list 
  
 

Teacher answers the students question, help them 
solve the problem  
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

Oral presentation 
Project picture 

Students make a presentation of their project 

Grading-EVALUATION Formal assessment  

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

Students learn work in team and are able to listen the others 
members 

Support for project 
implementation   

Recommended material Hypochlorite, colored paper, brushes 
Equipment and tools   

Financial expenses 
•NO 

  
Security alerts Common rules 



  

 

 

 

Literature and references  Chimistry textbooks 

Other notes 
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Lesson Plan 9th Grade Subject / Concepts: 
Electrical circuit elements 

Time: 8 hours 
course sessions 

Teacher: School: Mahmut Celalettin Okten AIHL, Antalya, 
Turkey 

STEM 
Disciplines 

 
OBJECTIVES 

Science Students; 
-show the elements in an electrical circuit with symbols. 
-construct an electrical circuits drawn by themselves. 
-test and predict the variables that affect bulb brightness in an electrical circuit. 

Math Students: 
collects the data related to the research questions and shows them with frequency table 
and column graph. 

Engineering, 
Technology 
and 
Application 
of Science 
(ETS) 

 
-Define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to 
ensure a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and 
potential impacts on people and the natural environment that may limit possible 
solutions. 
-Evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic process to determine how well 
they meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. 
-Develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed 
object, tool, or process such that an optimal design can be achieved. 
-Advances and innovations in medical technologies are used to improve healthcare. 

STEM 
career 
awareness 

 
-Electrical Engineer: 
An electrical engineer is someone who designs and develops new electrical systems, 
solves problems and tests equipment. 

 
Key Words 

 
Electrical circuits, serial connection 

Connection 
with Nature 
of Science 

 
Scientific Knowledge is Based on Empirical Evidence 
Science knowledge is based upon logical connections between evidence and 
explanations 



STEM Activity Book 

  

 

 

 
 

 
Lesson Plan 6th Grade Subject / Concepts: 

Electrical circuit elements 
Time: 12 course sessions 

Teacher: School: Mahmut Celalettin Okten AIHL, Antalya, Turkey 

STEM Disciplines  
OBJECTIVES 

Science Students; 
-conclude that energy is conserved by the transformation of kinetic and potential 
energy. 
-explain the effect of friction force on kinetic energy 

Math Students: 
-recognize length measurement units; converts meter-kilometer, meter-decimeter to 
centimeter-millimeter units and solves related problems. 
-Collect the data related to the research questions and shows them with frequency 
table and column graph. 

Engineering, Technology 
and Application of Science 
(ETS) 

 
-Define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to 
ensure a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and 
potential impacts on people and the natural environment that may limit possible 
solutions. 
-Evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic process to determine how 
well they meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. 
-Develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed 
object, tool, or process such that an optimal design can be achieved. 
-Advances and innovations in medical technologies are used to improve healthcare. 

STEM career awareness -mechanical engineer: Mechanical engineering is the discipline that applies 
engineering, physics, engineering mathematics, and materials science principles to 
design, analyze, manufacture, and maintain mechanical systems 
-automobile engineer: Also known as Automotive Engineering, is a field concerned with 
vehicle design, development, production, and safety testing. 
 
Automobile Engineers work closely with other engineers to improve automotive 
technical performance, vehicle aesthetics, and automotive software. 

 
Key Words 

 
Kinetic energy- potential energy- friction forces 

Connection with Nature 
of Science 

 
Scientific Knowledge is Based on Empirical Evidence 
Science knowledge is based upon logical connections between evidence and 
explanations 



  

 

 

 
LESSON PLAN: 6th grade AREAS OF APPLICATION – CROSS-CURRICULAR 

INTEGRATION 

Subjects: Mathematics, Design and Technology, Art, English, Natural Science – Ecology 

Teacher: School: Mahmut Celalettin Okten AIHL, Antalya, Turkey 

1. Questions (for science) and problem determination (for 
engineering) 

● We have been drowning in rubbish. Do you know how 
much waste we produce every day? 

● How to reduce the amount of waste? 

● How to "clean up" the islands in the seas? 

● How to preserve the animal world and nature? 

● How to live without waste, plastic? 

 
2. Developing and using models 

● modeling the cubic meter 

● awareness 

 
3. Planning and conducting research 

● How will you measure/calculate the daily amount of 
waste produced by your family, your municipality? 

 
4. Analysis and data interpretation 

● tabulation 

● tally marks 

● counting 

● creating a column diagram 

● ICT technology - Excel 

 
5. Using mathematical and computational thinking 

● calculation of the average, the minimum and the 
maximum 

● drawing conclusions 

● data processing 

● analysis and comparison 

● interpretation 

 

EXPECTING EFFICIENCY: 
 
 

We want students to understand the importance 
of rational use of plastic and other waste, the use 
of hazardous substances in plastic and the 
consequences of excessive use (the emergence 
of 3 large islands, and consequently, the high 
mortality of fish, other marine animals and 
birds) and to get a sense of the amount of waste 
produced by a household. Students put the data 
in the Excel table. It is displayed with different 
diagrams, and accordingly interpreted. They use 
the Excel formulas to calculate the sum, 
average, minimum value and maximum value. 
The amount of waste is modelled by a multiple 
of a cubic meter. Students create posters with 
powerful eco-messages during the Art lesson. 
Collected materials are reused for the making of 
new products. They shape and adopt new habits 
for life without plastic. 



  

 

 

 

6. Making explanations (for science) and designing 
solutions (for engineering) 

● How can you reduce the amount of waste? 

7. Participation in argumentative discussion 

 
8. Obtaining, evaluating and transmitting information 

● exhibition 

● posting results on posters 

● publication of articles on the school website, in the 
school and municipal newsletter 

● displaying a cubic meter model 

 

STEM disciplines OBJECTIVES 

Science Students statistically process and analyze data. 

Design and Technology Students develop awareness about the importance of handling waste 
responsibly. It is the responsibility of every individual how the waste is 
treated, that this is a global problem, and that measures need to be 
implemented to reduce the amount of waste: 
● reduce, 

● reuse, 

● recycle. 

Math Students count, write and calculate the volumes of waste materials (paper, 
plastic, packaging, cans), display the amount of recyclable material in a 
table and diagrams using Microsoft Excel. 

Students calculate the amount of waste per person, family, place where 
they live, and compare the data with Slovenia’s statistical data. 

Art Students produce a 3D model of 1 m3 of plastic bottles and paper. 

They create posters for raising awareness of other pupils, teachers, 
parents, locals. 

Languages: 

English, Slovene 

They translate motivational quotes, slogans from English into Slovene. 

Engineering, Technology and 
Application of Science 

(ETS) 

Students do the research about the amount of waste in their households. 
They accurately monitor, measure, and record the amount of waste, 
recyclable material for ten days. 

They regularly record the data in the table (T 1: Quantity of waste 
material), created together with the teacher. On the technical day, students 
together with the teacher find out what could be done with the given data 
(the sum of all the pieces, the average, the maximum and the minimum 
value, the number of pieces collected per month, the year, the comparison 
with one cubic meter ...). 



 

 

 

STEM career awareness They are acquainted with some professions: mathematician, economist, 
statistician, researcher, designer. 

Key Words Recycling, waste, reuse, waste minimization, tables, volume, average 
value, minimum and maximum value, column diagram ... 

 

Natural science 

Links to the curriculum: 
● Scientists explore different methods - investigation. 

● Scientific knowledge is based on empirical evidence - measure, weigh, 
compare, count. 

● Scientific knowledge is open to re-examine new evidence - proven 
harmfulness of artificial substances. 

● Scientific models, laws, mechanisms and theories explain natural 
phenomena - the extinction of animal species. 

● Science is a way of behaving - we need to change the habits of using 
plastic in everyday life. 

● Scientific knowledge takes on order and consistency in natural systems 
- the consequences of excessive use of plastic and inadequate plastic 
management. 

● Science is human effort - every individual must take responsibility and 
limit consumption. 

● Science deals with questions about the natural and material world - the 
cost of removal, recycling, degradation, storage, the Earth’s existence. 

Materials 

Supplies 

● waste collected at home: plastic (cartons, plastic bottles, bags), paper 
(newspaper, magazines) ... 

● Microsoft Excel 

● square graph paper, colored pencils, pencil, hot glue gun, wooden 
battens, white glue, drawing paper, paint, scissors, scalpel, punch, fishing 
line ... 
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PROJECT DETAILS: 
PROJECT TITTLE:  NATURE'S SECRET CODE  DURATION: 

2 month 
SUBJECT: Mathematics, biology,  painting 

 AGE:16 to 18 years 
 

TEACHER: Marica Živanović Poljo 
Slobodan Stefanović 
Dejan Ilić 
Marija Đokić 

 PREREQUISITES 
Basic knowledge of art history 
and mathematics 
 

OTHER SUBJECTS: 
music, design, sculpture, art history 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 
explanation)  

DETAILED PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT The Fibonacci sequence in mathematics, nature, and art 
MOTIVATION The phenomenon of the Fibonacci sequence that is present all around us 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

 
Applications of the Fibonacci sequence in mathematics, Golden Section, Fibonacci 
sequence in art, Bionics 

The size of the student 
groups  

•   more than  6 students 

Activities  

Activity 1.  
Students explored the phenomenon of the Fibonacci sequence from the aspects of 
mathematics, biology, and art. 
Activity 2. 
Students and mentors made a presentation plan and purchased the necessary materials. 
Activity 3. 
Students made billboards with a presentation of the history and manifestation of the 
Fibonacci sequence in nature, its application in mathematics, fine arts and music. 
Students made paintings and sculptures showing the application of the Fibonacci 
sequence and the golden section and an interactive game for the audience. 
Activity 4. 
The project was presented at the Science Festival together with the students of the Music 
school who performed music tracks with examples of the application of the Fibonacci 
sequence. 
Activity 5. 
Students presented the project to younger colleagues who participated in the discussion 
and play. 
Activity 6. 
students analyzed project results, successes and weaknesses. 
 

Place of project realization  Classroom, Science Festival 

Significant points 
Clear goals, dynamic, communication, teamwork, motivation, inspiration, 
creativity 

Products as a result of the Project presentation through drawings, sculptures, interactive game, music performance 



 

 

project  

Indicators of project  

Through interdisciplinary connections and project teaching, students gained valuable 
experiences, and that is, that they can apply the acquired knowledgeand skills in 
everyday life. They learned how the project is realized through phases : determining the 
topic, how to explore a topic, planning, realization, presentation, reflection and 
evaluation. 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION: 

Formative assessment 
(during project 
implementation) •Tests   

• Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
• Working versions of the results 
• Impression Cards  
•Online tests/ exams 

Students were given a summative grade 
based on recorded individual activities 

(formative records) 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

 
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
 

Students learned by combining knowledge 
from several subjects through various 

activities in the teaching process (photographs, 
videos, works of art they created) 

Grading-EVALUATION 

Formal assessment - Based on the summative assessment of the teacher and 
the evaluation of the students, a final grade was performed for each student 
individually 
Unformal assessment - Students evaluated each other and publicly highlighted 
weaknesses and strengths in project participation 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 
 NO 

 The students involved in the implementation 
cooperated very well within their groups and shared 

tasks according to interests and skills. 

 Students are interested in working in this way, but the 
content should be interesting to them as clearly visible 

results of work or specific final products. 

Support for project 
implementation Support fah colleagues and members of the Steam project as well as the school principal 

Recommended material 
Paper, plaster,  
painting material 

Equipment and tools 
 computer, tablet, mobile phone, painting brushes, sculpting tools 
 

Financial expenses 
•YES, Everything that was dealt with as necessary material was bought 
 

 
Security alerts  

 

Literature and references  

Other notes 

 
 

  



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

   PROJECT DETAILS : 
   PROJECT TITTLE : 

 
Duration  : 

one week (5 teaching days) 
   SUBJECT : GARDEN COLOR LABORATORY AGE :  

     from 15 to 17 years 

  TEACHER : 

Dejan Ilić 
Marija Đokić 

Ivana Manojlović 
 Nevena Kostić 

 

PREREQUISITES 

Appropriate resources 
 

  OTHER  SUBJECTS : 
Biology, chemistry and  professional subjects of art direction 

(design, painting, sculpture ) 
 

ECONOMY AREA 
KNOWLEDGE (including 

explanation)  

DETAILED PROJECT DETAILS: 

SHORT DESCRIPTION 
OF THE PROJECT 

 
Creating colors from vegetables and other natural materials and painting with 

them 

MOTIVATION  
Theoretical background 
 (for teachers)      Biology class  with topic : Plant pigments  

     Chemistry class with topic : Color chemistry 

  Design with topic : Bionics 
      Painting with topic : Reducing natural to geometric shapes 

   Sculpture with topic: Pouring plaster castings 
 
    
 

The size of the student 
groups  

 

  •   more than  6 students (department group)  
 

Activities  
  Activity 1.  Students buy vegetables with pronounced plant pigments and                   

bring them to school 



 

 

   Activity 2. Chopping vegetables and mixing in a blender - isolating colors in 

jars 

   Activity 3. Pouring of selected gypsum castings 

    Activity 4. Painting plaster castings with vegetable colors 
   
 

Place of project realization 
    [classroom, sculptural studio) 
 

Significant points 
 Clear goals,  dynamic, communication, teamwork, motivation, inspiration, 

creativity 
 

Products as a result of the 
project    Painted gypsum castings of Venus de Milo and Willendorf 

 
Indicators of project Through interdisciplinary connections and project teaching, students gained 

valuable experiences, and that is, that they can apply the acquired  knowledge 

and skills in everyday life.  

They learned how the project is realized through phases : determining the 

topic, planning, realization, presentation, reflection and evaluation. 
 

ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION : 

Formative assessment 
(during project 

implementation) 

•Tests 
•Tracking of activity list 
• Preliminary plans / prototype 
•Working versions of the results 
•Impression Cards 
•Online tests/ exams 
 

Students learned by combining knowledge 
from several subjects through various 

activities in the teaching process 
(photographs, videos, works of art they 

created) 
 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

•Written work  
•Oral presentation 
•Multimedia product  
•Printed material 
•A physical product 

 Students were given a summative grade  
based on recorded individual activities 

(formative records) 
 

Grading-EVALUATION 

  Formal assessment  - Based on the summative assessment of the teacher and 

the evaluation of the  students, a final grade was performed for each student 

individually 



 

 

 Unformal assessment - Students evaluated each other and publicly highlighted 
weaknesses and strengths in project participation 
 

Applicability of self 
assessment 

 YES 

 

  The students involved in the implementation 
cooperated very well within their groups and shared 
tasks according to interests and skills. 

 Students are interested in working in this way, but the 
content should be interesting to them as clearly visible 
results of work or specific final products. 

Support for project 
implementation 

 
Support fah colleagues and members of the Steam project as well as the school 

principal 
Recommended material Example .: PAPER,WOOD,PLASTIC 

Equipment and tools 

 Vegetables : beets, pomegranate, spinach and carrots 

 Drawing paper  

 Plaster, sculpting accessories  

 Brushes, jars, plastic cups and bowls, blender 

Financial expenses   • YES - Everything that was dealt with as necessary material was bought 
 

Security alerts  

 

Literature and references  

Other notes 

 
 

 



 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 
PREPARATION FOR THE CLASS 

 

TEACHER: Zdravković Aleksandar 

SUBJECT : Practical training  

CLASS: III 12 Place of realization: HAAS CNC cabinet 

DATE: 12.11.2020. LESSON 
NUMBER: 

  29 SHIFT: A - 

 

Lesson:  
Ordinal number: 

 Engraving letters on a metal plate using the RENISHAW automatic calibration 
system 

Teaching topic:    Technology design for CNC milling machines 

Type of teaching : Classic, contemporary 

Type of the class: Workshop, Practical work 

Forms of work : Frontal, group 

Teaching methods: Monological, dialogical, practical work, STEAM 

Teaching sources: RENISHAW automatic calibration system, cutting tools, machine clamp 

Additional teaching aids: Vernier calipers, depth gauge,precision indicator 

Aim of the class: Acquiring knowledge about the sequence of operations, the procedure for a given 
work item, as well as the clamping plan and the tools we use during processing 

Educational tasks: Acquiring the ability to apply knowledge while working on CNC machines 
Acquiring the ability to properly select and order operations, as well as a clamping 
plan 
Acquiring the ability to choose the right tools and use them in practice 

Educational tasks: Developing a favorable climate and openness for cooperation so that students can 
progress according to their abilities 
Developing the ability to work in groups and independently 
Developing self-confidence and confidence in one's own abilities 

Functional tasks: Developing a positive attitude towards theoretical teaching and respecting machine 
processing asa field of human activity 
Acquiring the ability to express oneself in technical language 
Developing self-confidence and confidence in one's own abilities 
Enabling students to use technical literature and standards 

Literature for teachers: S.Zarić,B.Šipka,T.Budinski  
Technology 3 - machining operator - milling machine, ZUNS, 09, 2009 
The Internet 

Literature for students and 
additional sources of 
knowledge: 

S.Zarić,B.Šipka,T.Budinski  
Technology 3 - machining operator - milling machine, ZUNS, 09, 2009 
The Internet 

Correlation with other 
subjects: 

Mechanical elements, Technical drawing, Machining on CNC machines, Machining 
on conventional machines, Technological procedures 

Other correlations: Application within the future occupation. Correlation with previous teaching topics. 

 



 

 

 

CLASS PLAN - COURSE OF TEACHING WORK 
 

Introduction  to the class-duration 5 minutes 
Form and 

method of work Teacher activities Student activity Aim 

Frontal 
Discussion 
 

- Teacher enrolls in 
class and absent 
students. 
-In the case of students, 
teacher attracts, retains 
and directs attention to 
the topic of determining 
the sequence of 
operations and 
procedures using the 
"Demonstration" 
technique. 

- Students actively participate in solving 
the task. 

-Recognition of terms 
used in teaching content. 
- Understanding the use 
of determining the 
sequence of operations 
and interventions and 
use in specific 
production conditions. 

Students who progress faster: 
-They actively participate in solving the 
task. 
Slower students: 
-They listen, notice and recognize. 

 
 

Main part of the class: duration 20 minutes 
Form and method 

of work Teacher activities Student activity Aim 

Demonstration 
Working in groups 
Individual 
 
 
 

- Presentation of the 
sequence of operations 
and procedures, study 
of the workshop 
drawing. 
  -Discusses cutting 
tools with students and 
periodically 
determines their 
previously acquired 
knowledge. They also 
"read" the workshop 
drawing together. 
- Observes and 
controls the work of 
students at the 
processing center. 

- Students study cutting 
tools, workshop 
drawings, patterns. 

-Students work 
independently on 
machines; they 
calibrate the cutting 
tool, calibrate the 
workpiece, enter the 
data related to the 
drive programming, 
generate the G code, 
simulate the 
program and then 
put into operation 
the CNC machining 
center and engrave 
the metal plate. 

Application of safety measures at 
work. 

- Enabling students to handle and 
recognize cutting tools, 
RENISHAW calibration systems, 
use 

- Developing technical thinking, 
responsibility and group work 

- Developing the habit of 
maintaining health 

- Application of safety 
measures at work 

Students who progress faster: 
-Actively participate in the 
group work  
Slower students: 
-They listen, notice and 
recognize. 



 

 

 
Final part of the class: duration 5 minutes 

rm and method 
of work 

Teacher 
activities Student activity Aim 

Frontal 
Discussion 

- Analysis of the 
made piece. 
- The work 
subject, together 
with the 
students, is 
handed over to 
the teacher 
Marica and her 
students for 
further work. 

- Students check the making of the workpiece 
itself and start cleaning the machine. 
 

- Developing technical 
thinking and 
accountability 

-Respect for material 
values and proper 
maintenance of work 
equipment 

-Developing the habit of 
maintaining health 

-Application of safety 
measures at work 

Students who progress faster: 
-They actively participate in the discussion and 
give examples. 
Slower students: 
-They listen, notice, recognize and provide data. 

 

Homework: 

To do research on the Internet, which cutting tool is used during engraving and to determine the 
processing modes. 

 

Board layout: 

            
 
 

 

Evaluation / self-evaluation of the 
class: 

Monitoring, conversation. 
 

APPENDIX - PREPARATION FOR CLASS 
 

Teaching material for students: Workshop drawing, work piece (board). 

Teacher's material: Workshop drawing. 

 
 

You can watch the recording of the entire class at the following link. 
  



 

 

PROJECT DETAILS 
 
Project title: Model making Duration: 15 days 
Subject: 

Modeling 
Age: 15-16  

Teachers: 
Dejan Ilić 
Nevena Kostić 
Jelena Mitrović Class: II-11 

Other subjects: 
Modeling 

Area Arts and Mechanical Engineering and Metal processing 

DETAILED DATA ABOUT THE PROJECT: 

Project summary 

Students in the modeling class first recycle the clay that is the basis for making the model. 
From the obtained clay, students make models based on the originals. 
The completed models are passed on to the students, so that they can prepare the model 
for production during practical training  classes  

Motivation 
Connect the art that is all around us with professional subjects. Concretely connect art and 
mechanical engineering and metal processing 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

Modeling: Knowledge of materials for making models, knowledge of clay recycling 
techniques, knowledge of model making techniques 
Modeling: Knowledge of CATIA and model-based modeling techniques 

Learning outcomes and 
indicators 

Subject Modeling: 
• Learning outcome 1. The student knows how to recycle clay 
Indicator: Prepared clay for model making 
• Learning outcome 2: The student knows how to use recycled clay for modeling 
purposes 
      Indicator: Prepared modeling clay 
• Learning outcome 3: The student knows how to make a copy of an authentic 
original 
    Indicator: Made model 

Subject Modeling: 
• Learning outcome 1. The student knows how to use the CATIA program 
       Indicator: Implementation of CATIA 
• Learning outcome 2: The student knows how to model based on the model 
        Indicator: Made model 
• Learning outcome 3: The student knows how to prepare a model for production  in 
practical classes 
       Indicator: created model and technical documentation for production 

Size of student groups •Individual work 

Activities 

Activity 1. Cleaning used molds 
Activity 2. Clay recycling 
Activity 3: Pouring clay into molds 
Activity 4: Drying the model 
Activity 5: After drying the model, remove the plates (models) from the mold 
Activity 6: The woodcarving technique is done on the model 
Activity 7: The created model is processed in CATIA 
Activity 8: The model is prepared for making in the practical lesson 

Place of project 
implementation Workshop and cabinet  

Indicators of success 
Created model on board 
Created model in CATIA, Presentation 



 

 

EVALUATION OF ACTIVITIES AND REFLECTIONS: 

Formative assessment 
(during project) 

  
• Activity list tracking 
 

Each activity is evaluated and the comments are 
recorded in the electronic log 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

• Presentation 
 •Physical product 

Based on the created models and taking into 
account the formative assessment, the student will 

receive a summative assessment 

Assessment Formal assessment 
Informal assessment 

Applicability of self  
assessment  

 yes  • evaluating the process (how successfully the group worked 
together) 

Questions for reflection  
Support for project 

implementation Team for cross-curricular competences 
Recommended material clay 

Tools an equipment Carving tool, hammer, computer 

Finanacial costs 
•no 

 
Safety warnings  

 

Literature and rteferences  

Other remarks 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 



 

 

PROJECT DETAILS: 
Project title: Application of the circuit Duration: 4 classes 
Subject: 

Preparation of the electric installation elements 
Age: 14-15  

Teachers: 

Dragana Vučićević,  
Ivana Manojlović,  
Sanja Milovanović,  
Olivera Lazarević Class: I-6 

Other subjects: Chemistry 
English 
Arts 

Area Natural sciences, electrical engineering, art, practical training 

DETAILED DATA ABOUT THE PROJECT: 

Project summary 

In the chemistry class, students learn about materials and how electrons move through 
conductors 
In the class of preparing the elements of electrical installations, they make a circuit for the 
lamps they make in the art class. 
In the English language class, students learn new words from the field of profession 

Motivation 
Realization of project teaching through cross-curricular connection in order to improve 
cross-curricular outcomes 

Theoretical background (for 
teachers) 

Preparation of electrical installation elements: circuit 
Chemistry: division of materials based on electrical characteristics 
English language: technical terms in the field of electrical engineering 
Art culture: light in art 

Learning outcomes and 
indicators 

Subject Preparation of electrical installation elements: 
•Learning outcome 1. The student knows how to make a simple circuit (power 
supply, switch, consumer-bulb) 
     Indicator: Completed circuit 
• Learning outcome 2: The student knows how to apply a circuit 
       Indicator: The circuit is placed in previously made lamps in art class 
Subject Chemistry: 
• Learning outcome 1. The student knows how to list the types of materials according 
to their conductivity 
       Indicator: Completed list of types of materials 
• Learning outcome 2: The student knows how to explain the principles of charge 
movement through conductors 
        Indicator: Knows how to state the principles of charge movement 
Subject Art: 
•Learning outcome 1. The student knows how to make a table lamp from natural 
materials from his environment 
       Indicator: made table lamp 
English subject: 
• Learning outcome 1. The student knows the basic terms related to the circuit in 
English 
       Indicator: Students know how to say circuit, power supply, consumer, 
conductor, switch, electrons, ions, electric voltage, electric current in English 
• Learning outcome 2: The student knows how to translate a simple text about a 
simple circuit 
        Indicator: translated text 

Size of student groups 
- Individual work 
- Pair work 
- Work in a group (4 students) 



 

 

Activities 

Activity 1: Students are introduced to the types of materials depending on their 
conductivity 
Activity 1. Prepare conductors and cables for making a circuit. For this activity, use 
already used conductors to make a circuit 
Activity 2. Students connect a circuit based on the scheme prepared by the teacher for the 
students 
Activity 3: the teacher tests the circuit 
Activity 4: students make lamps from materials from their environment (a piece of wood, 
a pipe, a house made of chipboard, string...) 
Activity 5: Students install the made circuit in the made lamps 
Activity 6: Students pick out unknown words from the text about the circuit, learn how to 
pronounce those words correctly and their meaning 
Activity 7: Students translate a text about a simple circuit with the help of the subject 
teacher 

Place of project 
implementation Cabinet 

Indicators of success 
Lamps made from natural materials 

EVALUATION OF ACTIVITIES AND REFLECTIONS: 

Formative assessment 
(during the project) 

• Tests 
• Monitoring the list of activities 
• Working versions of the results 
• Cards with impressions   

Each activity is evaluated and the comments are 
recorded in the electronic log 

Summative assessment 
(at the end of the project) 

• Written work 
•Oral presentation 
•Physical product 

Based on the created models and taking into 
account the formative assessment, the student will 

receive a summative assessment 

Assessment Formal assessment 
Informal assessment 

Applicability of self  
assessment  

 YES  • evaluating the process (how successfully the group worked 
together) 

Questions for reflection  
Support for project 

implementation Team for cross-curricular competences 

Recommended material 
Electrical material (conductors, switches, bulb holder, light bulbs), plywood, decorative 
basket, piece of wood,... 

Tools and equipment Set of screwdrivers, scissors, scalpel, insulating tape, soldering iron, tin, 
Financial costs •NO 

Safety warnings 
Given that the existing electrical network (220V, 50Hz) is used for the lamps, which is 
dangerous , the practical teacher checks the connection of the installation and tests its 
operation.. 

 

Literature and references  

Other remarks 

 
 



 

 

 
 
  



 

 

STEAM fair 
 
Teachers and students of schools who  apply the STEAM method, exchange their knowledge and experiences 
through the eTwinning platform. In addition to this platform for displaying student works, a website created just 
for this project was also used. Apart from the website and e-Twining, the results were also presented on the 
schools' Facebook pages and school websites. 
 
In order for the general public to become familiar with all the work products during the realization of this project, 
a STEAM fair was organized. At this fair, the exhibitors were  participating schools in the project. The fair was 
visited by City Council representatives for education and international cooperation, the Ministry of Education, 
Science and Technological Development, teachers of other primary and secondary schools who are not direct 
participants in the project, as well as their students. The entire fair was covered by regional television, which also 
broadcasted the fair live. 
 
The aim of organizing the fair is to spread the ideas of good practice and support teachers in their continuous 
professional development, as well as to improve the quality of teaching in several disciplines: science, technology, 
engineering, art and mathematics (STEAM). Teachers are enabled to share teaching concepts and their own 
experience. 

 
You can view the media coverage of this event at the following links: 
1. Radio Television Kragujevac - RTK website 
2. The show "Mosaic" - from the forty-fifth minute 
3. Show "10 minutes" 
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